Photonic Doppler Velocimetry (PDV) has become widely and routinely used in many high-velocity experimental applications due to its improved ease of use, cost, experimental flexibility, data return, and robustness compared to earlier velocimetric methods. However, these earlier methods have advantages in applications with requirements beyond PDV's current capabilities. Various classes of experiments at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) that are characterized by extremely high velocity or acceleration, or diagnostic requirements for high precision in timing and/or velocity, have historically seen a VISAR (velocity interferometer system for any surface) diagnostic employed due to such advantages. VISAR, however, requires specific, and sometimes challenging, experimental features, including planar geometry and normal incidence, high-reflectivity surface treatment, and a relatively large and inflexible diagnostic footprint. Therefore, the potential for implementing a PDV diagnostic at NIF has been evaluated by researchers from National Security Technologies, LLC and Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. We present the results of this study, weigh the relative merits of the two methodologies with consideration of experimental phenomena and requirements, and discuss possible implementations and future directions.
INTRODUCTION
Since its initial fielding, the imaging velocity interferometer system for any reflector (VISAR) diagnostic has allowed precise measurement of experimental phenomena in experiments at the National Ignition Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). The high accuracy and precision in both timing and velocity inherent in this diagnostic have rendered it a critical tool in determining equations of state for inertial confinement fusion (ICF) and high-energy density (HED) science, and diagnosing and tuning shock timing and profiles as part of the National Ignition Campaign. It is expected to remain a primary diagnostic for the verification of pulse shape performance against predictions, specifically in efforts towards target preconditioning and research into intrinsic and transport properties in the future.
In other areas of dynamic materials research, however, VISAR has been largely superseded by photonic Doppler velocimetry (PDV), due in part to the lower cost per data channel and inherent diagnostic flexibility. Given its advantages, however, PDV itself has inherent limitations that may curb applicability to more extreme regimes of dynamic materials research. In 2014, LLNL researchers proposed PDV as a potentially transformative diagnostic because of its simplicity. Between March and September of 2015, a working group composed of scientists and engineers from LLNL and National Security Technologies, LLC (NSTec), including the authors, assessed the prospects for PDV at NIF vis-à-vis current experiments, physics needs, and diagnostic capabilities.
VISAR AND ICF SCIENCE
The use of VISAR was proposed to accurately measure laser-driven shock velocities in 1998 1 , as the demand for a highprecision, accurate diagnostic to measure shock velocities in transparent media was unmet by extant diagnostics. The metallization of transparent materials under the conditions envisioned at NIF rendered optical velocimetry viable, whereas the high precision and history of related methods in the broader shock research community rendered it an attractive diagnostic option. The technique was validated at the Nova laser facility at velocities up to 70 km/s, and subsequently implemented at both the Omega laser and other facilities diagnostic for achieving the requisite timing of multiple shock waves in ICF experiments due to its ability to meet strict shock timing requirements (±100 ps) over a range of relevant velocities 3 . An effort to design and field a VISAR diagnostic, along with a parallel line-of-sight streaked optical pyrometer, at NIF was completed by Bechtel Nevada (now NSTec) and LLNL 4 , in advance of the first target experiments, which served in part to commission the diagnostic 5 .
Currently, many experimental platforms are fielded at NIF, including indirect and direct drives, timing, equation of state (EOS), and laser-plasma interaction platforms, to probe more deeply into the phenomenology of matter in extreme conditions. Among these, VISAR continues to play a prominent role in measuring shock timing in experiments with both convergent and planar geometries 6 , and providing compressibility and EOS data on material studies 7 . The continued usefulness of VISAR diagnostics in the area of laser-driven fusion is due to its demonstrated ability to measure velocities of shock fronts with high temporal accuracy (better than 30 ps) and shock-speed (1%) precision over a continuous line with spatial resolution of better than 20 µm, while recording velocities of greater than 150 km/s. However, the stellar performance of VISAR does not come without inherent challenges and experimental limitations:  Due to both detector (streak camera) dynamic range and the fact that VISAR analysis is in the temporal, rather than frequency domain, the system at NIF requires relatively high, consistent signal. This requirement results in undesirable constraints on interrogated surfaces: Experiments need to be planned such that the surface interrogated will be highly reflective with minimum variation over the course of an experiment 8 . Experiments with insufficient dynamic contrast over the duration of recording, whether due to insufficient light return or loss of coherence, yield "blanking", or transient loss of velocity information, in the data. This can result in ambiguities, as blanking may also be caused by other phenomena such as transient absorption or scattering.
 A VISAR interferometer is optimized for velocity through etalon selection, requiring multiple interferometers to resolve phase ambiguities for wider velocity ranges 9 .
 Although other locations have been used and may be available in the future, the current system is fixed at the 90-315 diagnostic manipulator module, placing short-term limitations on experimental design and placement ( Figure  1 ). Equally fixed is the near-target footprint.
 The diagnostic footprint is large, requiring a 21-meter-long optical relay with the current equatorial design, with 75 optical surfaces, several of which are 8 inches in diameter. The diameter and required proximity to the target result in large near-target and in-chamber footprints (Figures 2 and 3 , respectively) (a 19.2° full-angle cone without a mirror, and one larger than 17° with a mirror, as shown in Figure 2 ). The mechanical complexity results in likelihood of environmental interference and requires potentially complex alignment 10 .
 Although recording is continuous, resulting in many effective channels of spatial data, it is not straightforward to collect data from discontinuous regions, or from multiple perspectives; doing so at all requires complex modifications to the interface between the experiment and the diagnostic 11 . In the long term, a second VISAR diagnostic for more complex interrogations may be constructed; however, this development is not likely, given the NIF chamber geometry and the required diagnostic footprint both inside and outside the chamber, in addition to cost.
 The many optical surface induce reflections, and therefore phase ambiguities, in addition to any added within the experiment itself. Systematic reflections are largely dealt with in the current system through ghost analysis and mitigation and optical coating selection, but place some limitation on target windows. 
PDV AND DYNAMIC MATERIALS SCIENCE
PDV (elsewhere referred to as HetV, short for Heterodyne Velocimetry), which captures velocity as a beat frequency between a Doppler-shifted signal and an unshifted reference, was proposed by Strand 14 for multiple advantages over VISAR and the earlier Fabry-Perot interferometry in shock physics applications. Because velocity information is captured as frequency rather than amplitude, the methodology offers lower noise and increased dynamic range over the earlier methods and can resolve multiple velocities within a single data channel. It is robust to changes in signal levels (e.g., due to changes in interrogated surfaces, stray light, and surface tilt). As commonly implemented, PDV employs optical fibers for relay and takes advantage of the relatively low cost and advanced state of the art of optical fiber, laser source, component, and detector technology as developed for telecommunications applications. In addition to cost, the use of this hardware-fibers in place of optical relays and fiber circulators in place of beam splitters, for exampleallows for significantly greater ease in assembling and aligning systems.
Holtkamp 15 provided an early survey of applications in shock physics, including measurement of the free surface velocity of a flyer plate, diagnosis of shock-produced ejecta, and interrogation of bulk phenomena in transparent or semitransparent media. This survey demonstrated these described advantages, especially simultaneous detection of multiple velocities, enabling the detection of ejecta above an interrogated surface and the measurement of timing and velocities of multiple reflecting shock waves in window materials. In the years since, PDV has become commonplace as a shock physics diagnostic, and it is routinely employed to investigate a wide variety of phenomena in multiple scientific communities. Of note here is PDV's ability to record multiple velocities, even velocity distributions, on single channels simultaneously, which has been experimentally demonstrated on surface experiments through clouds of particles 16 ; on experiments diagnosing particle clouds 17 , even to the level of discerning and quantifying individual particle dynamics 18 ; on experiments producing and diagnosing liquid spallation layers through particle clouds 19 ; and on fragmentation dynamics in transparent media 20 .
The recording of many channels of velocity data without a commensurate increase in recording hardware, was proposed 21 and demonstrated experimentally using both frequency- 21 and time-based 22 multiplexing schemes in 2008 and 2010, respectively. Multiplexed PDV (MPDV) systems allow for the recording of a very high number of velocimetry channels using relatively modest relay and recording hardware. Holtkamp demonstrated the capability to record a high number of channels using a compact recording system, with a small diagnostic footprint, in a shock physics experiment with tight space requirements 23 . The optical design enabling miniaturization of the diagnostic footprint ( Figure 4 ) while enabling a large number of angular channels (216 as described) was described by Frogget 24 ; the delivery optics described were employed on the experiment described by Danielson 23 . This demonstration enabled a more complete diagnosis and visualization of complex, three-dimensional phenomena, enabling more complete physical models, while also necessitating the development of new schemes for visualization. Demonstration of utility of the technique in planar geometries was described by O'Toole 25 more recently. From PDV's inception, electronic bandwidth was realized as the primary limiting factor on its performance. The limiting velocity resolution is determined by the analysis time window, the sampling rate, and the signal noise fraction; furthermore, the upper limit on velocity is limited by the system's ability to record high-frequency beat frequencies 26 . Temporal resolution is inversely proportional to velocity resolution; an expression for the latter is (1) Temporal resolution, on the other hand, is more difficult to estimate analytically and is specific to a recorded time history. An exemplar calculation, using a sampling rate of 25 GHz, given in Dolan 26 , yields a range of calculated temporal resolutions between 340 and 580 ps depending on the window function used for analysis. We expect that oscilloscopes now available with higher sampling rates would yield resolutions approaching 100 to 200 ps.
In modern single-channel PDV, each km/s of motion requires 1.3 GHz of electrical bandwidth, limiting the maximum velocities recorded, and under-sampling of a signal will result in ambiguous and inaccurate velocity calculations. Measurements of velocities below 10 or 20 km/s, are routinely made using commercially and relatively inexpensive hardware. For velocities above 20 km/s, however, hardware requirements become challenging or impossible with the current state of the art, placing the measurement of many interrogated phenomena at NIF out of reach. A method of extending the maximum velocity was described by Dolan 27 along with experimental results. The described "leapfrogged" PDV technique uses multiple lasers at closely spaced frequencies as references for separate recording channels, effectively shifting the channels' frequency ranges up. Although leapfrogging requires greater illumination and recording overhead than simpler PDV systems, its ability to record velocities approaching 60 km/s on experiments at the Sandia Z machine has been demonstrated, and up to 100 km/s proposed. It should be noted that although leapfrogging to very high velocities requires a substantial increase in recording overhead, it may be possible to partially obviate this need by using time-domain multiplexing to separate fairly short-duration signals in time using lengths of optical fiber and the same detection and recording hardware to record the several leapfrogged channels 28 .
Diverse improvements to PDV are expected to become available over the next several years. For example, time-division multiplexing in combination with optical amplification promises the absence of artificial ambiguities in velocity profiles, improved signal-to-noise ratio, and the ability to peer into phenomena that are invisible to PDV in systems typically used today. The capabilities of the recently developed laser broadband ranging may advance to the level at which it, in combination with PDV, may offer increased flexibility and greater speed than at present. In addition, the authors are aware of research and development into substantial modifications to PDV, and other, new velocimetry technologies that, if successful, may make PDV viable in velocity regimes not achievable with current technology.
APPLICABILITY OF PDV TO NIF EXPERIMENTS
The widespread acceptance of PDV across multiple scientific communities has raised the question of its applicability to experiments at NIF. Despite its ability to record very high velocities with high accuracy and precision, line VISAR comes with a number of limitations that constrain its usefulness to investigate 3-D geometries, multiple shock fronts with different simultaneous velocities, or surfaces offering low static or dynamic signal collection. Its footprint, cost, and complexity render additional VISAR systems unlikely. PDV has not been fielded on experiments due, in part, to its very real and relevant constraints, namely the difficulty in measuring very high velocities and its uncertain lower limit on temporal resolution. Nevertheless, in terms of greater experimental flexibility and data collection, PDV may offer value to ICF and HED science at NIF as a complementary capability to VISAR or other, non-velocimetric diagnostics on current platforms; or perhaps a path towards new experimental platforms.
La Lone addressed the applicability of a diagnostic system combining broadband laser ranging and PDV, but concluded that the described sampling frequency limitation of 100 MHz would likely be insufficient, at least for imploding capsule experiments 29 . The 2016 National Diagnostics Plan recognizes the continued value that PDV provides at the Z machine 30 , as well as the need for advancements, but did not propose implementation at NIF. In 2015, a working group composed of scientists and engineers from LLNL, with expertise in science and diagnostic needs at NIF, and NSTec, with expertise in designing and fielding PDV diagnostics, jointly investigated the applicability of PDV at NIF.
Initial applicability was assessed relative to the requirements currently met by VISAR across platforms; Table 1 indicates the assessed platforms, data requirements, and relevant features in their time histories. Examples of VISAR- Figures 5 through 9 . Given the requirements, PDV was declared inapplicable to several platforms. For example, PDV is unable to meet the 170 km/s maximum velocity requirement of the shock timing platform. The velocity requirement for the ramp compression platform is well within the range of PDV technology, but the timing accuracies require temporal resolution well beyond current or near-future capabilities. The discontinuities in TARDIS histories raised questions about actual temporal resolution. It should be noted that the viability of using multiple analysis windows to achieve desired requirements localized to specific temporal features was discussed and found to be acceptable, although not a priori desirable. Figure 5 . An example time history from the ramp Figure 6 . An example time history from the TARDIS compression platform.
platform.
The strength platform was determined to be most amenable to PDV data based on requirements. VISAR velocity data, with a maximum less than 8 km/s, from a previous experiment on this platform was used to model a continuous, noisefree velocity profile. This model was then fed through a model of a standard PDV recording system, with parameters including noise level, sampling rate, optical downshift, time-varying loss of return signal, etc., similar to those for real and available systems. The resulting simulated data were then input into an NSTec PDV analysis routine to determine qualitatively if the modeled system would capture salient features with acceptable fidelity. The resulting time history from an analysis using a 2 ns FFT window is plotted along with the modeled data in Figure 10 . Of note are the ambiguous velocities near the maximum value; this is likely due to either bandwidth limitations in the available system or the modeled loss of late-time signal, or a combination of the two. The fidelity of the velocity profile was considered high enough to select the strength platform for a possible experiment for demonstration of viability and capability. Ultimately, the working group proposed to field an existing low-channel-count PDV system, using fiber infrastructure in place now at NIF, on an undetermined future strength experiment. Measurements would be performed using discrete fiber probes (i.e., probes optically coupled using one fiber collimator per channel) and would duplicate and be validated against VISAR measurements. Fabrication of a fixture for mounting discrete fibers relative to a target was found to be straightforward. The proposed demonstration has not yet been scheduled, largely due to concerns surrounding the availability of the proposed PDV system and whether additional lasers would be needed for optical downshifting. Radiation transport experiments were proposed following the described assessment, but formal requirements did not emerge, and so a quantitative assessment was not made. The assessment in 2015 left open the applicability of PDV to platforms on which VISAR is not currently used, as well as the broader possibility of examining physics questions incompletely addressable with current platforms or diagnostics. 
THE STRENGTHS OF PDV IN RELATION TO OUTSTANDING SCIENCE QUESTIONS AND DIAGNOSTIC CHALLENGE
We would like to consider more broadly the strengths of PDV relative to challenges current at NIF.
Diagnostic Flexibility
Because PDV uses optical fiber technology for relays, signal splitting and recombination, amplification, and detection, it is amenable to a wide variety of illumination and collection schemes. Using multiplexing and a specialized fisheye lens, it has been deployed to great effect to collect highly 3-D information with fairly high spatial resolution within the constraints of a small imploding sphere. Using leapfrogging and miniature fixtures, it has been deployed on an imploding cylinder; and, using discrete fiber probes, on exploding cylinders. Multiple bare PDV fibers have been embedded to measure time of arrival of shock fronts. Both discrete and optically integrated probes have been fielded to measure variations in shock behavior across a planar experiment.
Current performance is likely limited by implosion asymmetry, which leads to incomplete stagnation and inefficiency. Hydrodynamic simulations indicate that initial drive conditions and minor target perturbations are a significant source of asymmetry and instability in both direct-drive and indirect-drive implosions 31, 32 . Keyhole VISAR and other diagnostic measurements have measured implosion asymmetry on indirect-drive implosions 33 . The 2016 National Diagnostics Plan proposes multiple efforts to validate 1-D codes against 3-D experiments and specifically to determine the scale and nature of perturbations from 1-D symmetry that cause divergence between experiments and predictions. Campaigns are called for at Omega at NIF, with both direct-and indirect-drive experiments, to test the predictive capability of 3-D predictive codes against deliberate, low-mode engineered and drive perturbations, as well as variations in target preparation, on symmetry and instability in implosions.
PDV will be unable to record implosion velocities (several hundreds of km/s) 34 in the near future. However, given the relatively low mode of the described spatial non-uniformities and the 3-D nature of the phenomena, MPDV, when implemented in some variant of a keyhole experiment, could assess early-time large-angle, 3-D velocity fluctuations with better angular resolution than currently possible, and complement the re-emit platform now used to measure and mitigate asymmetry. Some of these asymmetries are clearly visible at early times and at velocities within the range of PDV's capabilities: Town shows velocities from the keyhole experiment lower than 40 km/s, and asymmetries between 15 and 20 km/s, for example) 33 . PDV would provide the flexibility to look at highly 3-D geometric effects such as lateral velocity in planar ablator experiments 35 . Ali notes the lack of diagnostics capable of obtaining simultaneous micron resolution spatial measurements and nanosecond resolution time measurements 36 . The Janus 2-D velocimeter has been used to meet the need for high spatial resolution and single-time velocity. A co-fielded MPDV system with appropriately designed delivery optics and platform would provide greater temporal resolution than the Janus, at greater 2-D coverage than is possible with VISAR.
Such experiments might employ discrete single-channel PDV probes for simplicity or integrated optics such as the fisheye lens discussed earlier or e.g., pericentric optics with a real aperture stop corresponding to the keyhole aperture itself to peer into imploding geometries; pericentric optics with a virtual aperture stop corresponding to a geometric center for recording velocities in rapidly diverging geometries; or telecentric optics for high depth-of-field recording of planar geometries, whether on-face or on-edge. Anamorphic optics may enable cylindrical geometries.
Experimental Flexibility
VISAR measurements of shock timing in imploding experiments rely on the metallization of deuterium, and the diagnostic is unable to probe multiple, in-line shock fronts. This inability has been called out in the 2016 High-foot Implosion Workshop as a limiting factor in at least one physics question of interest 38 . Because the velocity information in PDV data is contained in the frequency domain and extracted via Fourier transformation, PDV enables resolution of multiple velocities. Measurements have been made of multiple shock front velocities in gases in planar experiments 39, 40 . PDV measurements in liquids in cylindrically imploding experiments indicate that PDV may be able to see through shock fronts in transparent media to measure the velocities of shocks or surfaces behind them 37 . It is unclear under what circumstances one might expect PDV to do so: partial shock wave transparency may be limited to Fresnel reflections in insulating media, or may be more broadly allowed by differences in the imaginary part of the shocked medium's refractive index over wavelength 41 . What is clear, however, is that PDV's demonstrated ability to measure multiple, simultaneous velocities at lower signal levels will enable such measurements when allowed by the physics. Published research on multiple shock fronts in transparent media diagnosed with PDV is thin, but PDV appears capable of such diagnosis in at least some experiments, and this may provide a new perspective on induced complex shock waves.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The imaging VISAR diagnostic has allowed precise measurement of experimental phenomena in experiments at the National Ignition Facility for more than a decade. The diagnostic's high accuracy and precision in both timing and velocity have rendered it a critical tool in diagnosing challenging phenomena. In many other areas of dynamic materials research, PDV has become widely and routinely used due to its improved ease of use, cost, experimental flexibility, data return, and robustness. In 2015, a working group composed of scientists and engineers from LLNL and NSTec assessed the prospects for implementing a PDV capability at NIF in light of current experiments, physics needs, and the relative advantages and disadvantages of VISAR and PDV. The working group concluded that although current PDV technology would not meet many of the velocimetric requirements currently met by VISAR, it could meet requirements of some experiments. The working group recommended that an existing PDV system be fielded on such an experiment as demonstration of its viability.
The working group was also interested in diagnostic capabilities that PDV might offer NIF experiments currently unmet by VISAR, although an assessment of these was not conducted as thoroughly as that concerning existing needs. We have discussed here the relative advantages of PDV with reference to past and ongoing experiments and developments elsewhere as demonstration. Additionally, we have proposed broadly the application of these advantages to larger scientific questions and the environment at NIF. The assessment most naturally focused on current needs, and concluded that PDV may meet currently recognized needs, and even meet more of them as new, faster detection and recording technologies become available. However, we suggest that a PDV diagnostic capability at NIF be considered as a complement to the VISAR system. With its greater inherent flexibility, it may provide answers, e.g. to questions of 3-D asymmetries in implosion velocity or the presence of multiple, in-line shocks in amenable experiments that simply cannot be met through existing diagnostics. A PDV capability may allow for new experimental platforms designed to take advantage of the new capabilities.
